ED

Now we are going to take some of these same words and add an ED to the end of them.

These words you say with a “D” sound on the end.

fan   fanning   fanned
hum   humming   hummed
jig   jigging    jigged
bag   bagging   bagged
ban   banning   banned
tan   tanning   tanned

These words you say with a “T” sound on the end.

mop   mopping   mopped
pop   popping    popped
limp  limping    limped
jump  jumping    jumped
bump  bumping    bumped
help  helping    helped
hop   hopping    hopped
map   mapping    mapped  continued…
He helped with fitting the hat.

I hummed and jigged and then I limped.

He fanned me to make me cold.

I bumped the desk and the milk fell.